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VADOC spends about the same on health care as other state 
correctional systems and Virginia’s Medicaid program; however, 
spending growth has been higher.

VADOC pays more for health services than other public payers. 
VADOC could save $10 million to $15 million per year through 
making several changes.

Virginia’s compassionate release policies are more restrictive 
than other states’, contributing to higher spending. Virginia 
could reduce spending through less restrictive policies.

Problems with contract staffing, health records, and monitoring 
pose legal and financial risks. These risks can be mitigated 
through a variety of contract, IT, and operational improvements.

In brief
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 State correctional systems are constitutionally required to 
provide “reasonably adequate” health care to inmates

 VADOC spent about $200 million on inmate health care (FY17)

 VADOC contracts out health care services at 15 facilities that 
include half of inmates
▀ Contractors provide onsite care and pay for most offsite 

care and prescription drugs
▀ Additional contractors supply prescription drugs and 

manage claims for offsite care
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VADOC provides inmate health care in a complex 
environment
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VADOC provides variety of care onsite and offsite
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 Health care spending has grown from 13% to 17% of 
total VADOC budget (FY07 to FY17)

 VADOC budget is almost entirely state general funds
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Inmate health care spending has been a growing 
share of total VADOC budget
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On a per-person basis, VADOC health care spending is 
similar to that of other state correctional systems and about 
the same as Virginia’s Medicaid program.

Growth in inmate health care spending has consistently 
outpaced spending on other populations.

Finding
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Virginia spending is very close to nationwide 
median (FY15)

SOURCE: Prison Health Care: Costs and Quality, Pew Charitable Trusts, 2017.
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VADOC spent about the same per person as 
Medicaid (FY17)

Adjusted for demographic differences such as age, gender, and health status
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Increases in VADOC health care spending outpaced 
Medicaid and health care spending nationwide
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There is no quantitative evidence that contractors spend 
less to provide health care than VADOC does, over the 
long term.

Finding
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 VADOC negotiated a fixed capitation rate for the first 
three years of the current contract

 Contractors have had to absorb annual cost increases

 Over the long term, contractors negotiate rate increases 
that reflect spending

 Long-term contract costs will only be reduced if 
contractors find efficiencies
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Contracts keep short-term spending predictable, 
but spending still increases over long term
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No quantitative evidence that contract facilities 
spend less than non-contract facilities

 Spending higher at contract facilities because they 
house sicker inmates

 Contract and non-contract facilities’ spending was very 
similar after controlling for inmate differences 
(FY15-FY17)

JLARC developed four regression models to predict pharmacy utilization and spending, and offsite 
utilization and spending for each facility. The models controlled for inmate age, race, gender, and 
health characteristics such as mental health status and chronic disease diagnoses. See Appendix E 
of written report for more detail on this analysis.
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 Pay less for services and prescription medications

 Reduce utilization of services or medications

 Provide care to fewer individuals
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Health care providers, including correctional 
systems, have three main ways to manage spending
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VADOC pays more than other public payers (Medicare and 
Medicaid) for health care services.

Finding
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 Medicaid rate is the lowest rate providers receive for 
most services

 Medicare rates tend to be higher than Medicaid rates 
but still lower than commercially negotiated rates used 
by VADOC

 At least 10 other states pay rates based on Medicare or 
Medicaid
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Medicare and Medicaid rates are both lower 
than VADOC
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Use of higher rates results in higher spending 
(FY17)

Includes physician services, outpatient hospital services, and prescription drugs
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 Paying providers less for services would result in less 
revenue for providers, particularly large public teaching 
hospitals

 Specialists may choose not to treat inmates if they are 
paid lower reimbursement rates

 Medicaid expansion will already place additional stress 
on limited provider networks in some regions
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Use of lower rates should be approached with 
caution
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General Assembly may wish to consider directing VADOC 
to design a pilot project to pay providers Medicare rates 
for treating inmates. Pilot should be implemented no later 
than 2021. 

Recommendation
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VADOC pays more for certain medications than VCU 
Health. 

Finding
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VADOC pays more for biologic medications, 
inhalers, and insulin

Estimates included savings on acquisition cost (FY17) and an increase in dispensing fee to purchase 
through VCU Health. Numbers may not sum due to rounding. 

Type of drug VADOC cost 340B cost Savings

Biologic $3.5M $0.2M $3.3M

Inhaler 2.7 0.8 1.9

Insulin 2.2 0.7 1.5

Total 8.3 1.7 6.7
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 VCU is currently struggling to provide the capacity 
necessary to treat inmates

 UVA health system and many other providers across 
Virginia are also eligible for federal 340B pricing
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Obtaining lower 340B prices requires treating 
physician to prescribe medication
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General Assembly may wish to direct VADOC, VCU Health, 
and UVA health system to develop and implement a plan 
to treat inmates requiring high-cost prescription drugs so 
that VADOC can pay lower 340B prices.

Recommendation
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VADOC effectively employs utilization management 
practices to minimize unnecessary services and control 
spending. 

Finding
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 VADOC requires prior approval for most offsite services, 
consistent with other payers

 VADOC formulary limits prescriptions to only those 
determined to be cost-effective
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VADOC utilization management practices are 
in line with other payers
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VADOC spends substantially more on inmates with 
terminal illness or serious, long-term health conditions 
than on other inmates.

Virginia’s compassionate release policies for some of the 
highest-cost inmates are more restrictive than most other 
states.  

Findings
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Spending on inmates with terminal or serious 
illnesses is far higher than on other inmates

Average annual spending in FY17
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Virginia has the second most restrictive terminal 
illness policy
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Virginia is the only state without a policy to 
consider seriously ill inmates for release
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 Compassionate release policies in Virginia provide a 
mechanism to be considered for release earlier

 Inmates must meet all other criteria, including those 
related to public safety

 Ultimate decision rests with parole board or governor
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Inmates considered for compassionate release 
still must meet all other criteria
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About half of inmates meeting medical criteria 
would likely not be eligible for release
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Less restrictive policy for inmates with serious 
illness could could reduce spending

Potential savings account for inmates unable to be release for public safety reasons or lack of 
community placement

VADOC savings

Net GF savings
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 VADOC has submitted an $80 million capital budget 
request

 VADOC cites need for 270 more beds for seriously ill 
inmates and those returning from hospital stays

 Changes to Virginia’s compassionate release policies 
could substantially reduce need for additional beds
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Less restrictive compassionate release policy 
could defer need for substantial capital spending
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The governor should revise Virginia’s terminal illness 
policy by extending the terminal diagnosis time frame from 
3 months to 12 months.

Recommendation
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The General Assembly could amend the Code of Virginia 
to enable inmates to petition for conditional release based 
on serious illness.

Option
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 All correctional systems face legal risk based on 
constitutional requirement for adequate care

 Court-mandated care carries significantly higher costs
▀ Fluvanna Correctional Center for Women
▀ California Department of Corrections

 Most lawsuits address either
▀ Access to care
▀ Provision of prescribed follow-up treatment
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Failure to provide required level of care presents 
substantial financial risk
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Stable health care staffing plays a key role in providing 
efficient and effective care, but VADOC contractors have 
been unable to maintain staffing stability.

Misalignment of contract incentives hinders VADOC’s ability 
to maintain stable staffing at contract facilities.

Finding
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 Health administrators and front-line staff need 
knowledge and experience to address unique challenges 
of correctional health care

 High turnover leads to less experienced, less 
knowledgeable staff
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Instability in medical staffing hinders operational 
effectiveness
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Staffing at contract facilities is far less stable 
than at non-contract facilities
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 Contract requirements place heavy emphasis on 
covering shifts, rather than full-time staff
▀ Inexperienced temporary nurses often used to cover shifts
▀ Increase in overtime leads to burnout and more turnover

 Fines for failure to meet health care requirements are 
less stringent, even for critical aspects of care delivery
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Contract requirements do not incentivize stability 
or key elements of care delivery
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VADOC should modify its contracts to incentivize stable 
staffing and evaluate the effectiveness of those changes.

VADOC should increase the fines when contractors do not 
meet the required standard of care.

Recommendations
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VADOC lacks ready access to the records necessary to 
effectively defend against litigation.

VADOC monitors care but does not sufficiently monitor 
access and follow-up. 

Findings
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VITA should provide necessary assistance to VADOC and 
OAG in selecting appropriate vendor that can cost-
effectively implement an electronic health records system 
to meet VADOC’s requirements.

VADOC should develop and implement risk-based 
monitoring as part of its continuous quality improvement 
program.

Recommendation
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Expanding VADOC’s partnership with two public teaching 
hospitals could better manage risk with improved staffing 
and operations.

Finding
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 Teaching hospitals have staffing advantages
▀ Clinicians may be willing to treat inmates but would 

prefer to work for teaching hospital
▀ Students are exposed to correctional health care, 

which may increase interest in future employment

 Other states established comprehensive partnerships 
after major class-action lawsuits
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Teaching hospitals can provide access to 
clinicians and enhanced credibility
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Teaching hospital TX NJ GA MI

provides health services leadership    

provides onsite staffing   

pays for offsite care & prescription drugs 
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Other states have formal partnerships with 
teaching hospitals
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General Assembly could direct a pilot project for a 
teaching hospital to take over providing health care for at 
least one VADOC facility. The plan should be developed 
jointly by VADOC, VCU Health, and the UVA health system. 

Recommendation
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VADOC spends about the same on health care as other state 
correctional systems and Virginia’s Medicaid program; 
however, spending growth has been higher.

VADOC pays more than other public payers for health care 
services and prescription drugs.

Virginia’s compassionate release policies are more 
restrictive than other states’, which contributes to higher 
spending.

Problems with retaining staff provided by contractors, health 
records, and monitoring pose legal and financial risk.

Key findings
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(804) 786-1258

Questions?  Comments?

Jeff Lunardi, Chief Legislative Analyst

jlunardi@jlarc.virginia.gov
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